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This paper presents a volume integral formulation to solve eddy current problems on general polyhedral meshes. The required
topological preprocessing is efficiently addressed in linear worst case complexity by using the idea of lazy cohomology generators.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTEGRAL formulations to solve eddy current problems,
based on edge/face elements for tetrahedral and hexahedral
meshes, have been developed a long time ago [1] and still
are topical.
Yet, in the past few years, the interest in discretization methods for general polyhedral meshes has considerably grown.
Polyhedral meshes, in fact, have the potential to allow faster
and robust mesh generation and to enable novel techniques for
adaptive mesh refinement, derefinement, and nonoverlapping
domain decomposition with nonmatching grids. In particular,
the nonconforming-like refinement—as the subgridding proposed in [4]—and the adaptive coarsening strategy [6] are
particularly appealing.
This paper introduces for the first time an integral formulation for eddy current problems based on the discrete
geometric approach [3] to solve eddy current problems on
general polyhedral meshes. This formulation is based on the
construction of the resistance R and magnetic M matrix with
the face vector basis functions introduced in [4] and [5] that
fulfill all desirable properties of consistency, symmetry, and
positive definiteness that yield to stability.
The novel integral formulation is also able to treat manifold
conductors K with arbitrary topology. To achieve good overall
performances, it is mandatory to perform the required topological preprocessing efficiently; otherwise, this step easily
becomes the bottleneck of the entire simulation. In this paper,
we introduce for the first time the use of lazy first cohomology
group generators H 1(∂K, Z) of the boundary ∂K of the
conductors [7]–[9] inside volumetric eddy current integral
formulations. To present this part, we have necessarily used
concepts of algebraic topology that due to the limited space
cannot be recalled here. Please consult [10] for a formal
introduction or [7] or [11] for an informal one.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the novel formulation for polyhedral meshes.
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Fig. 1. (a) Edge ei and a face f j of a polyhedron v k in K. (b) Dual face
f˜i = D(ei ) dual to edge ei and dual edge ẽ j = D( f j ) dual to face f j .

Section III addresses the topological preprocessing required to
obtain a well-posed problem when the domain is topologically
nontrivial. Section IV deals with the computation of the resistance R and magnetic M matrices. In Section V, we validate
the formulation in three test cases. Finally, in Section VI,
conclusions are drawn.
II. I NTEGRAL F ORMULATION FOR P OLYHEDRAL M ESHES
Let us consider the geometric elements of a polyhedron
v k shown in Fig. 1 belonging to the mesh representing the
conductors of the eddy current problem made of Nv polyhedral
elements. We denote with ei a generic-oriented edge and with
f j an oriented face, where i = 1, . . . , Nek , j = 1, . . . , N kf ,
Nek , with N kf being the number of edges and faces of v k ,
respectively. In Fig. 1, the oriented dual edge ẽ j = D( f j ) and
the oriented dual face f˜i = D(ei ) of an interlocked dual mesh
are additionally shown, where D is the duality operator. Such
a dual mesh is produced with barycentric subdivision since the
barycenters bei and b f j of ei and of f j are needed, respectively, for its construction. Finally, the dual node ñ k = D(v k )
has an arbitrary location in v k . Vector ei , denoted in roman
type, is the edge vector associated with ei , whereas vector
f j is the face vector associated with the face f j defined as
f j = f j nds, where n is the unit vector normal to and oriented
as f j . Similarly, vector f̃i is the face vector associated with the
face f˜i and ẽ j is the edge vector associated with the edge ẽ j .
By construction, ei · f̃i > 0 and f j · ẽ j > 0 hold. The
volume Vk of v k can be equivalently computed [4] as Vk =
k
k
1 N f
1  Ne
i=1 fi · ẽi = 3
i=1 ei · f̃i .
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Dual in ∂K of the support of the 1-cocycle c1 , which is bounding
in the complement of K, and c2 , which is bounding inside K. (b) Support of
the dual in ∂K of a “mixed” generator nontrivial in H 1 (∂K, Z).

We define the degrees of freedom (DOFs) to be the circulations of the electric vector potential on mesh edges. Let
us introduce the vector collecting all of them as T. Then,
we introduce the array containing the electric currents on faces
of the mesh through I = C(T + Hi), where C is the incidence
matrix between face and edge pairs, i is the array with the
unknown independent currents [9], and H stores a set of representatives of the first cohomology group generators H 1(∂K, Z)
of the boundary ∂K of the conductors. The potentials are such
that the discrete current continuity law holds (DI = 0), where
D is the incidence matrix between volume and face pairs.
The system equations are obtained by enforcing the discrete
˜ = 0, where Ũ represents the array of
Faraday law CT Ũ +i ω
˜ is the magnetic
electromotive forces on dual edges whereas 
˜ = CT (A + As ), where
flux on dual faces. By definition, 
A and As are the circulations of the magnetic vector potential
on dual edges due to eddy currents and source currents,
respectively. By recalling that Ũ = RI and Ã = MI, we define
K = CT (R + i ωM) C and finally get
KT + (KH)i = −i ωCT Ãs ,
(H K)T + (HT KH)i = −i ωHT CT Ãs .
T

(1)
(2)

Finally, we apply boundary conditions by setting to zero the
DOFs on ∂K. To reduce the unknowns, we apply the standard
tree-cotree gauge [1] by setting again the DOFs to be zero on
a suitable tree inside K.
III. E FFICIENT T OPOLOGICAL P REPROCESSING
The topological preprocessing for integral formulations is
expected to find a maximal set of boundary 1-cocycles that
are independent in the first cohomology group H 1(∂K, Z) and
their dual in ∂K are bounding with respect to the exterior
of K [12].
To clarify this point, let us consider as a conductor K the
solid torus represented in Fig. 2(a). A possible basis for
H 1(∂K, Z) is obtained by taking the two representatives
c1 and c2 of generators whose dual of their support in ∂K is
represented in Fig. 2(a). The dual of c1 in ∂K is bounding in
the complement of K and, therefore, this cocycle is topologically interesting. On the contrary, c2 is not interesting given
that the dual 1-cycle D(C c2 ) is bounding inside K and so
nonlocal Faraday’s laws on it is a linear combination of (1).
Disentangling boundary generators is far from being trivial,
because it is, in general, not enough to pick half of the generators to produce the suitable basis. The boundary generators, in
fact, may be “mixed” (i.e., a linear combination of c1 and c2 )

as c3 in Fig. 2(c). Thus, there are no easier ways to solve the
problem than the change of basis described in [12], a step that
has been always deemed as necessary [12], [13].
In this paper, we propose a different solution based on
using the lazy cohomology generators [7]–[9] inside integral
formulations. The recipe is to use all boundary H 1(∂K, Z)
generators that indeed span the suitable cohomology group
even if they are not linearly independent.
This technique is appealing first of all because the topological preprocessing requires mere seconds even on very
complicated examples due to the fact that they can be obtained
in linear worst case complexity with the algorithm described
in [9]. Moreover, the algorithm is easy to code since it is combinatorial and it does not require any arithmetics on integers.
Despite all of these advantages, the obtained solution in terms
of induced currents obtained with lazy generators is the same,
up to linear solver tolerance, with the one employing standard
cohomology generators. Moreover, there is no degradation of
performances in the linear solver when using lazy generators
in place of standard ones.
IV. C OMPUTATION OF R AND M M ATRICES
A. Face Piecewise-Uniform Basis Functions in v k
Let us define Ti as Ti = ẽi ⊗ f i , ∀i = 1, ..., N kf , where ẽi =
D( fi ) and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The trace ti = tr (Ti )
of T is thus ti = tr (Ti ) = ẽi · f i , ∀i = 1, ..., N kf . Assuming
the current density j( p) uniform in v k , we reconstruct it as
Nk

j( p) =

f


wik ( p)Ikf i

(3)

i=1

where p ∈ v k , Ikfi is the current on the i th face of v k

Ikfi =
j( p) · n ds

(4)

fi

and wik ( p) are the face basis vector functions defined in [4]


ẽ j
T j ẽi
k
wi ( p) = δi j + Id −
(5)
tj
t j Vk
where Id is the identity matrix, δi j is the Kronecker delta, and
the basis function of the i th face of v k is piecewise uniform
in v k and uniform in each τ kj for each j = 1, ..., N kf . τ kj is a
pyramid having f j as its base and ñ k as its apex.
B. Construction of R
The i, j entry of the local resistance matrix for the element
v k of resistivity η is constructed as [4]

Rikj =
wik ( p) · ηwkj ( p) dv i, j = 1, ..., N kf .
(6)
vk

The integration is exact since the basis functions are piecewise
uniform in τ kj regions. Let ph ∈ τhk , then
Nk

Rikj

=

f


h=1

th
wik ( ph ) · ηwkj ( ph ) .
3

(7)
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TABLE I
S PHERE ’ S M ESHES : N UMBER OF E LEMENTS (n v ), FACES (n f ),
E DGES (n e ), N ODES (n n ), AND DOFs

Fig. 3.
Percentage of different kinds of polyhedra used in sphere’s
meshes 1 (coarse), 2 (intermediate), and 3 (fine). Inset: mesh 1: a tetrahedron (red), a hexahedron (blue), and a polyhedron with 11 faces (green) are
shown.

C. Construction of M
The construction of matrix M starts from the Biot–Savart
law that relates j( p) to the magnetic vector potential a(r ),
r ∈K

Nv 
μ
μ 
j( p)
j( p)
a(r ) =
dv =
dv. (8)
4π K |r − p|
4π
|r
− p|
vk

Fig. 4. Top: comparison of computed (VI) versus reference (analytical)
solution in terms of Bz (real and imaginary components) along a radial path
(y = 0, z = 0, x ∈ [0, 100]). Middle and bottom: Bz real and imaginary
components.

k=1

Assuming again j as uniform inside v k , we expand j with (3)
getting
N kf
 wk ( p)
Nv 
μ 
j
k
dv.
I fj
a(r ) =
4π
|r
−
p|
vk

(9)

k=1 j =1

Let us now exploit the consistency property [4, Property 3]
and note that if a(r ), r ∈ v h is uniform inside v h , we have


h
a(r ) · dl =
a(r ) · wih (r ) dv
(10)
Ãẽi =
ẽi

vh

where Ãẽhi is the circulation of a(r ) on the
edge ẽi inside v h . By substituting (9) inside

part of the dual
(10), we get

N kf
  wh (r ) · wk ( p)
Nv 

μ
i
j
h
k
Ãẽi =
dvr dv p .
I fj
4π
|r
−
p|
vh vk

(11)

k=1 j =1

Therefore, the i, j entry of the local magnetic matrix between
two given volumes v h and v k is
  wh (r ) · wk ( p)
μ
i
j
hk
dvr dv p .
Mi j =
(12)
4π v h v k
|r − p|

Fig. 5.
Top: 2-D axisymmetric reference configuration (stranded coil,
1000 ampere-turns, f = 1 kHz, above a thick copper disk with one hole).
Inset: 3-D mesh (60 × 10 × 24). Middle: VI versus reference. Bz (real component) along the radial path in the top figure (red dots) for three meshes.
re f
Bottom: Bz = BzV I − Bz (real component).

The magnetic vector potential a(r ) and the magnetic flux
density b(r ) are computed by an efficient implementation
on the GPU architecture [14] of the closed-form expressions
introduced in [15], well suited for the adopted data structure.

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Three test cases are considered to validate the implementation in the frequency domain.
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supports in Fig. 7) is again the same as the one obtained with
the standard cohomology basis up to the linear solver tolerance
and is in excellent agreement with the one computed by the
3-D FEM code computer-aided fusion engineering [16].
VI. C ONCLUSION
A novel volume integral nonconforming formulation for
solving eddy current problems in conductors of arbitrary
topology discretized with general polyhedral meshes has been
presented and validated against reference solutions.
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